Understanding transcription has been a central goal of the scientific community for decades. However, much is still unknown, especially concerning how it is regulated. In bacteria, a single DNA-directed RNApolymerase performs the whole of transcription. It contains multiple subunits, among which the factor that confers promoter specificity. Besides the housekeeping factor, bacteria encode several alternative factors. The most abundant and diverse family of alternative factors, the extracytoplasmic function (ECF) family, regulates transcription of genes associated with stressful scenarios, making them key elements of adaptation to specific environmental changes. Despite this, the evolutionary history of ECF factors has never been investigated. Here, we report on our analysis of thousands of members of this family. We show that single events are in the origin of alternative modes of regulation of ECF factor activity that require partner proteins, but that multiple events resulted in acquisition of regulatory extensions. Moreover, in Bacteroidetes there is a recent duplication of an ecologically relevant gene cluster that includes an ECF factor, whereas in Planctomycetes duplication generates distinct Cterminal extensions after fortuitous insertion of the duplicated factor. At last, we also demonstrate horizontal transfer of ECF factors between soil bacteria.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription is an essential process for all DNA-based organisms. Eukaryotes use three distinct RNA polymerases that are responsible for transcription of different genes. In contrast, bacteria contain a single DNA-directed RNA polymerase, a multi-subunit enzyme whose catalytic subunits (␤ and ␤') are similar to their eukaryotic counterparts. The bacterial specific subunit is essential for transcription initiation and is the one determining promoter specificity (1) . factors can be assigned to one of four groups according to their overall function and domain architecture (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . All bacterial cells contain an essential group 1 factor, which initiates transcription of housekeeping genes and hence ensures growth. Group 1 factors contain four conserved domains: 1 acts to prevent promiscuous binding of the factor to DNA when not associated with the RNA polymerase; 2 is required for binding to the RNA polymerase, promoter recognition and DNA melting; 3 interacts with the promoter; and 4 is necessary for promoter recognition. The large majority of bacteria additionally contain alternative factors belonging to the three other groups. Group 2 contains alternative (non-essential) factors with the same domain architecture as those of group 1. Group 3 is composed of factors that lack the 1 domain and regulate expression of heat-shock, flagellar and sporulation genes. Group 4 gathers the extracytoplasmic function (ECF) factors that contain only 2 and 4 domains and regulate transcription of subsets of genes whose expression is only necessary in very specific, usually stressful, situations.
Over the last decade many studies about factors reported the analysis of a few hundred genomes of Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria and Planctomycetes (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Several ECF groups were proposed based on sequence similarity, regulatory mechanism, genomic context conservation and target promoter sequence. These studies brought to light the high number of ECF factors encoded in each genome, their widespread distribution among bacteria, the diversity of their target promoter sequence and regulatory mechanisms.
The classical ECF factor regulatory mechanism involves a membrane-bound anti-factor that sequesters the ECF factor and prevents its interaction with the RNA polymerase in the absence of an input signal. Upon stimu-2 NAR Genomics and Bioinformatics, 2020, Vol. 2, No. 1 lus perception, three proteolytic cleavage steps lead to the degradation of the anti-factor and subsequent release of the ECF factor (11) (12) (13) . Alternative regulatory mechanisms rely on (i) conformational changes of soluble antifactors (14) (15) (16) (17) , (ii) transcriptional activation by twocomponent systems, (18, 19) , (iii) conserved C-terminal extensions of the minimal 2 and 4 architecture (9, 20, 21) or (iv) N-terminal extensions (10) .
Since regulating ECF factor activity is crucial for cell homeostasis and due to the complexity associated with that regulation, often requiring additional proteins or domains, we investigated the evolutionary origin of such mechanisms. Here we characterize the evolutionary steps that led to the high diversity and abundance observed in ECF factors by doing a comparative genomics analysis on 16,606 ECF sequences. Specifically, we determined the phylogenetic relationships between ECF factors, investigated recent ECF gene duplication events and tested for horizontal gene transfer, to understand the abundance and diversity of ECF factors encoded in single bacterial genomes.
We show that single events are in the origin of alternative modes of regulation of ECF factor activity that require partner proteins but that, in contrast, multiple events resulted in the acquisition of regulatory extensions. We also identified recent duplications in Bacteroidetes and Planctomycetes and show evidences that in the first they originate from the duplication of an ecologically relevant gene cluster. In the former, the duplication and fortuitous insertion of the duplicated factor generated unrelated C-terminal extensions. At last, we show that an event of horizontal gene transfer is responsible for the presence of a group of ECF factors in Streptomyces.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

ECF factor phylogeny inference
All ECF factors sequences used for phylogenetic inference were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) protein database (Supplementary File1) and were previously published (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Conserved protein domains were identified using HMMER version 3.1b2 (22) to search PfamA version 31.0 profiles (23) against our ECF sequences with an E-value cut-off of 10. Sequences that were assigned to either Sigma70 r2 (PF04542; 2 region) and Sigma70 r4 or Sigma70 r4 2 (PF04545 or PF08281; 4 region) domains and were at least 40 amino acids long, were extracted using a customized Python (24) script (Supplementary File 2). A multiple sequence alignment was performed for each domain using a local installation of MAFFT (25) with default settings. Pairwise sequence identities and distances calculated with the BLOSUM45 matrix are shown in Supplementary Fig ure S1. ECF sequences were then clustered according to their percent identity using customized Python (24) script. Briefly, all pairwise identities were calculated from the multiple sequence alignment and sequence pairs with a percent identity > 50% were put in the same cluster (Supplementary Files 3-6). One sequence of each cluster was randomly selected and a maximum-likelihood tree was generated with IQ-TREE (26) using the LG+F+R5 model of evolution (amino acid exchange rate matrices: general matrix (27) ; amino acid frequency: empirical amino acid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (28, 29) ), chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion from the available 542 protein evolution models available in IQ-TREE (30) and including 1000 fast bootstraps (31) (Supplementary File 7) . Additionally, the sequences of the most divergent pair in each cluster were selected and maximum-likelihood tree was generated with IQ-TREE (26) using the LG+F+R6 (amino acid exchange rate matrices: general matrix (27) ; amino acid frequency: empirical amino acid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (28, 29) ) chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion from the available 542 protein evolution models available in IQ-TREE (30) and including 1000 fast bootstraps (31) (Supplementary File 35).
ECF factor duplication in Bacteroidetes
We selected 99 organisms belonging to this phylum whose genomes were classified as representative in the NCBI genome database (Supplementary File 8). The complete proteomes were downloaded and HMMER version 3.1b2 (22) was used to search PfamA version 31.0 profiles Sigma70 r1 2 (PF00140), Sigma70 r1 1 (PF03979), Sigma70 ner (PF04546), Sigma70 r2 (PF04542), Sigma70 r3 (PF04539), Sigma70 r4 (PF04545) and Sigma70 r4 2 (PF08281) (23) against the complete proteomes, with an E-value cut-off of 10. ECF factors were identified as those proteins with hits of Sigma70 r2 and Sigma70 r4 or Sigma70 r4 2 but no hits of other profiles (Supplementary Files 8 and 9). A multiple sequence alignment was done for each separate domain using MAFFT (25) with default settings. The concatenated alignment was used to generate a maximum-likelihood tree with IQ-TREE (26,30,31) (model of evolution: LG+R9, chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion; amino acid exchange rate matrix: general matrix; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (32) (33) (34) ) (Supplementary File 10). To generate the species tree for comparison, we used the protein sequences of housekeeping genes gyrB, metG, trxB, nth, lon, mutS2, secA and argS for each organism (Supplementary File 11). Sequences were aligned with MAFFT (25) with default settings and then concatenated to generate a maximum-likelihood tree with IQ-TREE (26,30,31) (model of evolution: LG+F+R8, chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion; amino acid exchange rate matrix: general matrix; amino acid frequency: empirical amino acid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (32-34) (Supplementary File 12)). Genomic context conservation was analyzed with Microbial Genomic context Viewer (35) , centered on the ECF factors with a context range of 15 000 nt and an identical gene orientation; genes are represented by their locus tag and custom color coded.
ECF factor duplication in Planctomycetes
We selected 23 organisms belonging to the Planctomycetes whose genomes were classified as representative in the NCBI genome database (Supplementary NAR Genomics and Bioinformatics, 2020, Vol. 2, No. 1 3 File 13). The complete proteomes were downloaded and HMMER version 3.1b2 (22) was used to search PfamA version 31.0 profiles Sigma70 r1 2 (PF00140), Sigma70 r1 1 (PF03979), Sigma70 ner (PF04546), Sigma70 r2 (PF04542), Sigma70 r3 (PF04539), Sigma70 r4 (PF04545) and Sigma70 r4 2 (PF08281) (23) against the complete proteomes with an E-value cut-off of 10. ECF factors were identified as those proteins containing hits of Sigma70 r2 and Sigma70 r4 or Sigma70 r4 2 but no hits of the other profiles (Supplementary Files 13 and 14). Their Sigma70 r2 and Sigma70 r4 or Sigma70 r4 2 sequences were extracted, aligned with MAFFT (25) and concatenated to generate a maximum-likelihood tree with IQ-TREE (26,30,31) (model of evolution: LG+F+R5, chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion; amino acid exchange rate matrix: general matrix; amino acid frequency: empirical amino acid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (32-34) (Supplementary File 15)). Trees were also inferred for 2 and 4 domains and C-terminal extensions (Supplementary Files 16 and 17) of the ECF factors from the monophyletic group containing all duplication (models of evolution:
LG+F+R7 and VT+F+R6, respectively, chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion; amino acid exchange rate matrices: general and general 'variable time' matrices, respectively; amino acid frequency: empirical amino acid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (26, (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) 36) ). Concordance factors between the two trees were calculated with IQ-TREE (37). HMMER version 3.1b2 (22) was used to search PfamA version 31.0 profiles against the C-terminal extension sequences of the ECF factors of the monophyletic group containing all duplicated clusters. The E-value of the best domain hit was considered as a measure of the confidence (Supplementary File 18). BLASTx (38) was used to search the nucleotide sequence of each C-terminal extension against the non-redundant database of NCBI (Supplementary File 19). Results were filtered to include solely hits whose percent identity was above 30% and whose E-value was below 0.001. The assignment of NCBI taxon IDs to the NCBI accession numbers was done using the taxonomizr R package (39, 40) . Lineage information was automatically retrieved from NCBI taxonomy database using a custom Python (24) script (Supplementary File 20).
Horizontal gene transfer of ECF factors
We selected 238 organisms belonging to genus Streptomyces whose genomes were classified as representative genomes in the NCBI genome database (Supplementary File 21). The complete proteomes were downloaded and HMMER version 3.1b2 (22) was used to search PfamA version 31.0 profiles Sigma70 r1 2 (PF00140), Sigma70 r1 1 (PF03979), Sigma70 ner (PF04546), Sigma70 r2 (PF04542), Sigma70 r3 (PF04539), Sigma70 r4 (PF04545) and Sigma70 r4 2 (PF08281) (23) against the complete proteomes with an E-value cut-off of 10. ECF factors were identified as those proteins containing hits of Sigma70 r2 and Sigma70 r4 or Sigma70 r4 2 but no hits of the other profiles (Supplementary Files 21 and 22). Their Sigma70 r2 and Sigma70 r4 or Sigma70 r4 2 sequences were extracted, aligned with MAFFT (25) and concatenated to generate a maximum-likelihood tree with IQ-TREE (26, 30, 31) (model of evolution: LG+F+R8, chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion; amino acid exchange rate matrix: general matrix; amino acid frequency: empirical amino acid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: free rate model (32) (33) (34) (Supplementary File 23). Horizontal gene transfer of ECF factors was first investigated using HGT-Finder (41) . BLASTp (38) was used to search the NCBI nonredundant protein database using each ECF factor sequence as query and also to perform a search of each ECF factor sequence against itself. The taxon ID was retrieved for each organism from the NCBI Taxonomy database. HGT-Finder was run locally with R-values of 0.2, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 (Supplementary File 24). ECF groups were classified using ECFfinder (6) . HMMER version 3.1b2 (22) was used to search the hidden Markov models of the relevant ECF groups (6) against the non-redundant protein database of NCBI. The assignment of NCBI taxon IDs to the NCBI accession numbers was done using the taxonomizr R package (39, 40) . Lineage information was automatically retrieved from NCBI using a custom Python (24) script (Supplementary File 20). Phylogenetic reconciliation was performed with Notung 2.9 (42) . The species tree was generated with the protein sequences of housekeeping genes atpD, recA, rpoB and trpB (Supplementary Files 21 and 25). The sequences were extracted aligned with MAFFT (25) and used to generate a maximum-likelihood tree with IQ-TREE (26,30) (model of evolution: LG+F+R9, chosen using the Bayesian Information Criterion; amino-acid exchange rate matrix: general matrix; amino-acid frequency: empirical aminoacid frequencies from the data; rate heterogeneity across sites: FreeRate model (32-34) (Supplementary File 26)). Tree of the ECF20 factors was generated the same way as the tree with all the ECF factors (model of evolution LG+F+G4; Supplementary Files 21 and 27). Dotplots for the pairwise comparison of the 10 kbp region surrounding the ECF20 coding genes (Supplementary File 21) were generated with the seqinr R package (43) and a window size of 100 bps, a window step of 100 bps and a minimum number of matches needed to produce a dot of 50 bps.
Graphical representation of the data
Unless stated otherwise, the graphics presented here were generated using R (39) and packages ape (44) , gplots (45), seqinr (43) and ggplot2 (46) . Supplementary Files 28 
RESULTS
Mapping the alternative regulatory mechanisms of ECF factor activity onto a gene tree
Previously, over 5000 ECF factors were identified in almost 700 bacterial genomes (6-10), but despite having been classified in groups based on a number of functional criteria (6) , their evolutionary relationships are broadly uncharacterized. We started our analysis by clustering all 5000 ECF factors according to the percent identity of their conserved 2 and 4 regions and then used one sequence of each cluster to infer a reference ECF factor phylogeny ( Figure 1 ). Since it has been shown before that ECF factors belonging to the same group have the same regulatory mechanism (6, 20, 47, 48) , we assigned a regulatory mechanism to each cluster according to what has been previously proposed for the ECF group(s) represented in each cluster (49) . We considered six types of mechanisms that depend on: (i) membrane-bound anti-factors; (ii) soluble antifactors; (iii) transcriptional control; (iv) C-terminal extensions; (v) N-terminal extensions; or (vi) serine/threonine protein kinases. This grouping clusters the regulatory mechanisms based on their extensive major similarities despite the small differences sometimes observed between members of the same group.
The distribution of the regulation types on the ECF factor phylogeny confirms the assumption that most ECF factors (74% of the clusters with assigned mechanisms) are regulated by membrane bound anti-factors (dark blue in Figure 1 ). The data also suggest multiple independent origins of soluble anti-factor-dependent regulation (light blue in Figure 1 ) and of regulatory C-terminal extensions (red in Figure 1 ). Although speculative at the moment, we hypothesize that soluble anti-factors have evolved from membrane-bound anti-factors either by accumulation of mutations that compromised the hydrophobicity of the transmembrane helix and consequent membrane association or by domain-splitting of the cytoplasmic and extracytoplasmic domains of the anti-factor. The remaining regulatory mechanisms--transcriptional control (green in Figure 1) , serine/threonine protein kinases (yellow in Figure 1 ) and N-terminal extensions (orange in Figure 1 )--seem to have been acquired only once, with the N-terminal extension appearing in a serine/threonine protein kinase regulated ancestor.
The genomic context of ECF factor duplications
The characterization of recent ECF factor duplications was done first on Bacteroidetes, as bacteria of this phylum contain several members of group ECF10 (6), suggestive of an increased level of duplication of these ECF factors. We selected 99 organisms belonging to this phylum, whose genomes were classified as representative in the NCBI genome database. We identified 2257 ECF factors and five recent duplications clusters, i.e. monophyletic groups of ECF factors all found in the same genome and hence originating after the last speciation event (Figure 2A and Supplementary Table S1 ). Figure 2B shows how the duplications are not shared between the Bacteroidetes, but are specific to only some organisms. In order to assess whether the duplications included the ECF factor alone or a larger portion of the genome, we analyzed the genomic context conservation around the duplicated ECF factor genes ( Figure 2C ). For duplicated clusters 1 and 5, the duplications included not only the ECF factor, but also adjacent genes (a total of five and three genes, respectively). Instead, for duplicated clusters 2, 3 and 4, a total of two additional genes were also duplicated. The duplicated genes code for a Sus-like system, used by Bacteroidetes in the gut to import and degrade glycans (50) .
We then proceeded to investigate the duplications in Planctomycetes using 23 genomes classified as representative in the NCBI genome database. We identified 1134 ECF factors and detected four recently duplicated clusters ( Figure 3A and Supplementary Table S2 ). These ECF factors have C-terminal extensions which, unlike the highly conserved 2 and 4 regions, show low percent identity levels ( Figure 3B ). This is influencing the low similarity found for the full-length protein sequences, as the C-terminal regions can be quite large ( Figure 3B and F). To determine whether the different domains had similar origins, we inferred maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees of the Cterminal extensions and the 2 and 4 regions for the group of proteins included in the monophyletic group that contains all recent duplicated clusters ( Figure 3C ). This approach allowed us to see that recent duplicated clusters that can be found in the 2 and 4 tree are not seen in the Cterminal extension tree and that in most cases (concordance factors shown in Supplementary Figure S2 ), there are likely multiple origins for the C-terminal extensions present in ECF factors of a single cluster.
We expect that the evolutionary constraints on the Cterminal regions are more relaxed than on regions 2 and 4 , which need to interact with both the DNA and the RNA polymerase, but the large diversity of PfamA profile hits in these C-terminal extensions ( Figure 3D) and an extensive size variation ( Figure 3F Figure 3B and F), (ii) not sharing the same evolutionary history ( Figure 3C ), (iii) having different putative functions ( Figure 3D ) and at last (iv) by the lack of genomic conservation inside the recent duplicated clusters (data not shown). In this scenario, the duplicated 2 and 4 regions could (Supplementary Figure S3) : (a) insert in an intergenic region, thereby turning a previous non-coding region into a coding region until an in frame stop codon is reached; (b) insert in-frame in a pre-existing coding region, interrupting it and turning it's C-terminal portion in a C-terminal extension; (c) insert out-of-frame in a pre-existing coding region, interrupting it and turning it's C-terminal portion in a C-terminal extension with a different sequence until an in frame stop codon is found; (d) insert in an intergenic region, turning a previous non coding region into a coding region and sequestering the in-frame downstream gene; (e) insert in an intergenic region, turning a previous noncoding region into a coding region and sequestering the downstream gene, out-of-frame and until an in-frame stop codon is found.
To check whether the C-terminal extensions where part of pre-existing coding regions, we used BLASTx to map the nucleotide sequence of the C-terminal extension in all its six frames against the NCBI non-redundant protein database. For 46 C-terminal extensions, no similar proteins were found or those found represent similar ECF factors in other organisms, suggesting that those C-terminal extensions were previously non-coding sequences, supporting the scenario in which the inserted duplicated ECF factor containing the 2 and 4 regions often sequesters an intergenic region as a C-terminal extension ( Figure 3E and Supplementary Figure S3 , scenario A). For the remaining 159 C-terminal extensions, similar non-ECF factor proteins were found in the database with percent identities varying between 30 and 100% ( Figure 3E ). We argue that if these represent in fact the originally disrupted genes by the insertion of the ECF factor gene, similar proteins should be found encoded in genomes of closely related organisms. To investigate this, we determined the taxon ID corresponding to each protein, retrieved the lineage information stored at NCBI and compare the ECF factor and the putative disrupted gene's lineages. In 35% of the cases, the ECF factor and the putatively disrupted gene were found in organisms of the same genus; in 19% of the cases, they were found in organisms of the same family but different genus; in 24% they were found in organisms of the same order but different families; in 1% in organisms of the same class but different orders; in 3% in organisms of the same phylum but different classes; in 16% in organisms of different phyla; and only in 2% from organisms outside the Bacteria ( Figure  3E ). The fact that only a small number of Planctomycetes genomes has been sequenced to date, that most of them are still not completely classified and that 82% of the putatively disrupted genes are present in the genome of organisms of the same phylum agree with our hypothesis that some Cterminal extensions where previously part of coding regions disrupted by the insertion of the 2 and 4 coding sequences (Supplementary Figure S3, scenarios B, C, D and E).
Horizontal gene transfer of ECF factors
We next investigated horizontal gene transfer in the Streptomyces genus, an ECF factor rich group (6) where the occurrence of horizontal gene transfer has been suggested for an individual ECF factor of group ECF01 in Streptomyces coelicolor (51) . We analyzed 238 Streptomyces spp. genomes using HGT-Finder (41) which does not require a priori assumptions about the nature or origin of the genes being transferred. Unlike other approaches that rely on synteny or species and gene trees (52, 53) , this one allowed us to focus the analysis on ECF factors alone, which makes the search more specific to this protein family. The HGT-Finder approach is, however, dependent on and hence biased by the composition of the NCBI non-redundant protein database, as many other approaches.
The HGT-Finder identified monophyletic groups of ECF factors whose probability of being acquired by the Streptomyces spp. by horizontal gene transfer was increased ( Figure 4A ). Those ECF factors preferentially belonged to four ECF groups ( Figure 4B ) (6): ECF20, ECF118, ECF121 and ECF123. The search for ECF factors of these groups on the NCBI non-redundant database revealed that ECF118, ECF121 and ECF123 are predominantly found in Actinobacteria (the bacterial phylum to which Streptomyces spp. belong), while those of ECF20 are predominantly found in Proteobacteria ( Figure 4C ). In fact, for the case of ECF20, HGT-Finder suggests a transfer from Sinorhizobium spp. (Proteobacteria) to Streptomyces spp.. We then proceeded to use gene tree reconciliation to investigate the origin of the horizontal gene transfer. We used 238 Streptomyces spp. and 19 Sinorhizobium spp. species together with their ECF factors of group ECF20 and performed phylogenetic tree reconciliation. This analysis identified four losses (all in the Sinorhizobium lineage) and 13 transfers (2 from a Sinorhizobium sp. to a Streptomyces sp.; 1 from a Streptomyces sp. to a Sinorhizobium sp.; 6 between Streptomyces spp. and 4 between Sinorhizobium spp.) ( Figure 4D ). Hence, the reconciliation supported the HGT-Finder predictions, confirming that the origin of the ECF20 factors in Streptomyces was via horizontal gene transfer from a Sinorhizobium sp.
The influence of the choice of parameters in the final outcome of a phylogenetical reconciliation analysis is well documented (54) . Therefore we have further explored the parameter space ( Figure 4E ) to exclude bias in the selection of the event costs. The transfer from a Sinorhizobium sp. to a Streptomyces sp. is suggested as the most likely scenario to explain the origin of ECF20 factors in the Streptomyces spp., in all temporally feasible solutions in which the cost of transfer is above that of the loss, and only not when the cost of transfer is over four times higher than the cost of the loss. In these cases, the most parsimonious solutions suggest very high numbers of losses to explain the patchy distribution if these ECF factors in these organisms.
The analysis of similarity between the 10 kbp region surrounding the ECF20 coding gene in the Sinorhizobium spp. (Supplementary File 21) identified extensive homology, consistent with the vertical inheritance of the ECF coding gene. In contrast, no significant homology was identified among the Streptomyces spp. or between the Streptomyces spp. and the Sinorhizobium spp. (Supplementary Figure S4) suggesting that either the ECF gene is the only one being transfer or that extensive genomic instability in that region breaks synteny.
DISCUSSION
The ECF factor family is frequently referred to as the most abundant and diverse family of factors. This statement is indeed supported by census of a few hundred
cluster. Dc1, duplicated cluster 1; Dc2, duplicated cluster 2; Dc3, duplicated cluster 3; Dc4, duplicated cluster 4; FL, full length sequence; R2, region 2 ; R4, region 4 ; CTE, C-terminal extension. Boxes are colored according to the duplicated cluster: duplicated cluster 1, dark blue; duplicated cluster 2, light blue; duplicated cluster 3, green; duplicated cluster 4, red. (C) Maximum-likelihood trees of ECF factors on the monophyletic group that includes all Planctomycetes duplicated clusters. On the left is the tree inferred exclusively from regions 2 and 4 ; on the right the tree inferred exclusively from the Cterminal extensions. Connecting lines represent the association between the ECF factors and those belonging to the recent duplicated clusters: duplicated cluster 1, dark blue; duplicated cluster 2, light blue; duplicated cluster 3, green; duplicated cluster 4, red. (D) Heat map of the PfamA profiles found in the C-terminal extensions of the ECF factors on the monophyletic group that includes all Planctomycetes duplicated clusters. Each row corresponds to a C-terminal extension in the same order as the CTE tree in panel C. Each column corresponds to a PfamA profile with at least one hit in the analyzed sequences. The heat map is color coded according to the E-value of the best hit found in the sequence for that PfamA profile; the color scale is depicted in the bottom. (E) Each row corresponds to a C-terminal extension in the same order as the CTE tree in panel C. The first bar refers to those cases in which an intergenic origin of the C-terminal extension is hypothesized (marked in blue). The second bar refers to the percent identity between the C-terminal extension and the first hit of the BLASTx search that is no longer an ECF factor. The third bar represents a measure of the taxonomical proximity between the organisms to which the ECF factor belongs to and the organism to which the best first hit that is no longer an ECF factor belongs to. 1, organisms belong to different superkingdoms; 2, organisms belong to different phyla; 3, organisms belong to different classes; 4, organisms belong to different orders; 5, organisms belong to different families; 6, organisms belong to different genus; 7, organisms belong to different species. The color scales for the second and third bars are shown in the bottom of the panel. Supplementary Table S3 provided genomes (6) (7) (8) 10) but the question remains as to how has this family of alternative factors become this important.
One of the features leading to the diversity of ECF factors is their variety of regulatory mechanisms (55) , which can be roughly divided into six categories: (i) sequestration via membrane-bound (13) or (ii) soluble (56) antifactors, (iii) transcriptional control (19) , (iv) C-or (v) N-terminal extensions (10, 21) , or (vi) phosphorylation by serine/threonine protein kinases (57) . When we mapped the regulatory mechanisms on the phylogeny of the ECF factor family (Figure 1) , we found that a widespread distribution of membrane-bound anti-factors (74% of the tree tips with an assigned mechanism), which is in line with this being the ancestral regulatory mechanism. The use of soluble anti-factors seems to have been acquired multiple times, possibly through domain-splitting events (as proposed already for other protein families (58) ). Independent events leading to convergent evolution in the type of regulation also seems to be the case for C-terminal extensions, which could simply arise from multiple events of gene fusion [Figure 3, (58) ]. In contrast, the more complex mechanisms that require additional partner proteins (two-component systems and regulation via serine/threonine protein kinases) are only observed in four lineages of ECF factors (and represent 6% of the tree tips in with an assigned regulatory mechanism (Figure 1) ).
We therefore propose that a small number of events gave rise to the acquisition of complex regulatory mechanisms that depend on additional partner proteins, while numerous and recurring events gave rise to the remaining mechanisms. We note that the assignments of regulatory mechanisms to each ECF group relied mostly on the presence of conserved neighbouring genes whose functions are deduced via automatic annotation or hidden-Markov model hits (6, 8, 10) , which are known to be prone to error (59) . Nonetheless, a few of those assignments have already been successfully experimentally confirmed (20, 47, 57) , which strongly strengthens the validity of the predictions. Hence, although we advocate caution regarding the absolute counts of events for the acquisition of complex and simple regulatory approaches, we believe that there is an extensive body of evidence supporting this general trend.
Another driver of diversification in the ECF factor family is duplication, but it is unknown how these duplications occurred. To investigate this we analyzed recent duplications in two phyla for which a high number of ECF factors of the same group has been noted (6,7): Bacteroidetes, a group of important human gastrointestinal commensals (60) , and Planctomycetes, a group of environmentally rele-vant bacteria due to their role in the nitrogen cycle (61) . We observed two very distinct scenarios.
In Bacteroidetes, the duplication involved a complete gene cluster that includes the genes necessary for the ECFmediated signal transduction (the ECF factor and antifactor of the FecI/R type) and those necessary for the uptake and hydrolysis of glycans (TonB-dependent receptor plug, glycoside hydrolase, and Sus-like system). Complex glycans are an abundant carbohydrate source in the gut environment (62) , and the duplication of this gene cluster might increase the fitness of the organism, making this a potential case of adaptive duplication (63) . Since Bacteroidetes are commensal in the human gut, the fact that the genes responsible for glycan utilization are connected with ECF factors whose homologs have been implicated in ferric citrate sensing, could be reminiscent of an anticipatory behaviour (64): the high concentration of iron in the colon (65) could drive bacteria to express the machinery required for processing the also abundant glycans (66) . Alternatively, this might represent simply a shared signal transduction mechanism for the utilization of two different substrates--i.e. iron and glycans.
In Planctomycetes, ECF factor duplication was already proposed in Gemmata obscuriglobus (7) based on the detection of increased number of ECF factors of one particular group. We showed that these duplications involved a 'minimal' ECF factor, i.e. only regions 2 and 4 were duplicated and then inserted into either a non-coding region (converting it in a coding sequence) or in a coding region (sequestering the downstream gene product as a C-terminal extension). Such a process of duplication and fortuitous insertion can generate a lot of variability upon which natural selection can act and hence be part of an effective adaptive strategy. However, this unusual scenario raises questions concerning: (i) the generation of other (nowadays) very conserved C-terminal extensions (20, 21, 67) ; (ii) the functionality of an ECF factor that would still need to productively interact with an RNA polymerase carrying a C-terminal extension that can be up to 10 times bigger that the ECF factor itself ( Figure 3F) ; and (iii) if such random extensions could actually provide any regulatory function. Experimentally addressing these questions would certainly bring light into the success of such strategy.
Horizontal gene transfer has an important role shaping bacterial evolution, as adaptation can be accelerated by the acquisition of foreign DNA. It has already been suggested for an individual ECF factor that is part of a genomic island in Streptomyces coelicolor (51) , but only demonstrated once between closely related bacteria already containing and those that did not (NA) and the ECF group they belong to, as determined using ECFfinder. (C) Taxonomical distribution of ECF factors of groups ECF20, ECF118, ECF121 and ECF123 (those with higher proportion of Q-values < 1 in panel B) on the NCBI non-redundant protein database. Phyla are color coded as shown on the right. (D) Species tree of the analyzed Streptomyces spp. and Sinorhizobium spp. with the evolutionary events predicted through phylogenetic reconciliation highlighted. Each type of event is color coded as shown on the bottom right side of the tree. Supplementary Table S4 provides a list of the events shown. (E) Graphical representation of the outcome of the phylogenetic reconciliation on the parameter space. The parameter space was screened on 0.2 intervals with the loss and transfer costs varying between 0 and 5 relative to the duplication cost. In green are represented all parameter combinations whose phylogenetic reconciliation predicted a transfer from Sinorhizobium sp. to Streptomyces sp.; in red are represent all parameter combinations whose phylogenetic reconciliation did not predict a transfer from Sinorhizobium sp. to Streptomyces sp.; in blue is represented the parameter space for which no temporally feasible solutions could be found.
NAR Genomics and Bioinformatics, 2020, Vol. 2, No. 1 11 similar ECF factors (68) . Acquisition of a foreign transcription factor might have dramatic consequences to the recipient, given that the binding sites of the new transcription factors might change the recipient's transcription profile in deleterious ways. In the specific case of ECF factors, unregulated expression might have deleterious effects on the recipient through competition for the pool of RNA polymerases (69, 70) . However, the implementation of ECF factors from distantly phylogenetically related organisms, when successful, seems to have minimal effect on the host's gene expression (71) .
Hence, to strengthen the confidence on possible claims of horizontal ECF factor transfer, we followed an unbiased and stringent approach to look for horizontally transferred ECF factors. The hypothesis of a transfer of an ECF factor of group ECF20 from Sinorhizobium sp. to Streptomyces sp. was suggested by HGT-Finder and supported by the taxonomical distribution of the ECF factors (Figure 4) . We then tested this hypothesis using the gold standard method to demonstrate horizontal gene transfer, i.e. phylogenetic tree reconciliation. The hypothesis was confirmed and is predicted in a biologically reasonable parameter space, given even more support to this prediction.
The work presented here aimed at providing insights into the mechanisms involved in making the ECF factor family the most abundant and diverse family of alternative factors. We have provided proof of the multiple origins of regulatory mechanisms dependent on gene fusions or domain-splitting (C-terminal extensions and soluble antifactors), and single origins of regulation mechanisms that depend on additional partner proteins (transcription control by two-component systems, serine/threonine protein kinases). We also characterized events of adaptive duplication in the Bacteroidetes and C-terminal extension generation by gene sequestration in the Planctomycetes. At last, we have demonstrated horizontal transfer of ECF factors between soil bacteria of different phyla. Altogether, our analysis revealed a complex evolutionally history of the ECF factor family and opened new directions for further research.
